Integrated $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography magnetic resonance imaging ($^{18}$F-FDG PET/MRI), a multimodality approach for comprehensive evaluation of dementia patients: A pictorial essay
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Abstract

Dementia, caused by irreversible neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease or reversible non-degenerative conditions, is rapidly becoming one of the most alarming health problems in our aging society. This cognitive disorder associated with a multitude of clinical differentials with overlapping clinical, pathological, and imaging features is difficult to diagnose and treat, as it often presents late after significant neuronal damage has already occurred. Novel disease-modifying treatments being developed will have to be corroborated with innovative imaging biomarkers so that earlier reliable diagnosis can be made and treatment initiated upon. Along with new specific PET radiotracers, integrated PET/MRI with combined methodological advantage and simultaneously acquired structural-cum-functional information may help achieve this goal. The present pictorial essay details our experiences with PET/MRI in dementing disorders, along with reviewing recent advances and future scope.
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Introduction

The number of patients with dementia is rapidly increasing worldwide and is estimated to double every 20 years to reach 81.1 million by 2040.[1] Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common dementia in the elderly population,[2] whereas dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD) account for approximately 15-25% of cases.[3] On the other hand, potentially reversible causes have been reported to vary from 0 to 23%.[4,5] Alcohol-and medication-related dementia, normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH), tumors, metabolic disorders and...
central nervous system (CNS) infections include some of the more common causes. Vascular dementia (VaD) is another secondary dementia and is the second commonest dementia after AD.\(^{[8]}\)

Imaging for patients with suspected dementias is routinely performed and the recent American Academy of Neurology Practice Parameter recommends the use of structural imaging, i.e., computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), to aid in the diagnosis of dementia as well as to specifically rule out reversible, treatable causes.\(^{[7]}\)

In the absence of definitive therapy, the usual approach of clinicians toward dementia has so far been one of therapeutic nihilism, resulting in limited interest beyond the exclusion of the traditional reversible dementias.\(^{[6]}\) However, improved understanding of AD pathophysiology\(^{[10]}\) and newer target-specific drug treatments\(^{[10]}\) have accelerated research for an early and accurate etiological diagnosis for all suspected dementia cases, with the hope for targeted management resulting in a positive prognosis.

Regional hypometabolism on 18F-FDG/PET and volume loss of specific brain regions on MRI have been described as “neuronal injury” biomarkers and used as an adjunct to clinical diagnosis for over two decades for classifying various types of dementia.\(^{[11]}\) Recently, the finding of Aβ accumulation playing a critical role in the pathogenesis of patients with early-onset AD has put forth a structural basis of dementia and has introduced amyloid PET scan for the differential diagnosis of dementia and as a tool that may guide the design and timing of therapeutic interventions aimed at modifying the course of this illness.\(^{[12,13]}\)

Thus, with the understanding that development of pathologic changes occurs long before the development of functional impairment, neuroimaging will have a potential role to play in the accurate as well as early (even presymptomatic) diagnosis of dementing disorders. A number of structural and functional imaging techniques including CT, MRI, PET, and SPECT are available for evaluating neurodegenerative diseases. Functional neuroimaging with radioactive tracers along with the structural and functional correlates of MRI have been the current strategy to improve the diagnostic accuracy for classifying dementias\(^{[14-16]}\) and predicting mild cognitive impairment (MCI) to AD conversion.\(^{[17]}\) With the advent of integrated PET/MRI in the clinical setting, it is expected that morphologic as well as molecular information regarding neurodegenerative disorders is obtainable in a single study with the highest attainable accuracy.

The combination of PET and MR imaging information when acquired at the same time offers several potential advantages in neurosciences as follows: (a) systematic addition of high-resolution MR imaging information to PET data provides accurate and consistent information on underlying structures with better anatomic localization and improved scan interpretation; (b) anatomical abnormalities such as arachnoidal cysts or old hemorrhage, detectable by MRI in the same setting, may influence the tracer uptake pattern helping in improved diagnostic certainty in a short time; (c) provides an opportunity to perform atrophy correction and partial volume effect correction of the PET data for both “cold spot” (FDG) and “hot spot” (amyloid PET) imaging using consistent simultaneous MR information and mathematical algorithms;\(^{[18]}\) (d) detection and exclusion of non-neurodegenerative pathologies co-existent with neurodegenerative conditions using MRI information; (e) to aid in improved follow-up/treatment response evaluation by better quantification of PET tracer uptake using better attenuation correction sequences such as UTE sequence; and (f) reduced CT dose exposures expected if PET/MRI becomes routine investigational modality as most of these patients would require repeated follow-up evaluations, especially with the advent of newer treatment strategies.

The present study highlights the performance and clinical applicability of integrated PET/MRI in imaging patients with clinically suspected dementia. Also, we attempted to incorporate relevant images highlighting the potential of simultaneous PET/MRI in each clinical scenario with individual and complementary role played by both modalities in arriving at the diagnosis more convincingly.

**Materials and Methods**

Integrated PET/MRI was performed on 48 patients with suspected dementia from Jan 2013 to Dec 2014 using simultaneous hybrid PET/MRI scanner (Siemens Biograph mMR; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). This system consists of a 3-T MRI scanner [equipped with Total Imaging Matrix coil technology; high-performance gradient systems (45 mT/m); slew rate 200 T/m/s] with a fully functional PET system [spatial resolution 4.3 mm at 1 cm and 5.0 mm at 10 cm; sensitivity 1.47% at field of view (FOV) center and 1.38% at 10 cm] equipped with avalanche photodiode technology.\(^{[19,20]}\)

Patients were fasted for at least 6 h before intravenous tracer injection of 290 ± 24 MBq of 18F-FDG and examination performed after a mean uptake period of 40.2 ± 11 min from the time of tracer injection in a dimly lit room, with the patient lying quiet, to avoid any interference with the distribution of the tracer.

Simultaneous PET/MRI examination was acquired over 15 min and comprised a transversal T1-weighted UTE sequence for attenuation correction (repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE1) (TE2), 11.94/0.07/22.46; excitation angle, 10°; matrix size, 192 × 192 × 192; resolution, 1.6 mm × 1.6 mm × 1.6 mm; bandwidth, 1532 Hz/pixel.
MRI sequences included transversal 2D-encoded fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence (resolution, 1 mm × 0.9 mm × 5 mm; slice thickness, 5 mm); T2-weighted 2D-encoded turbo spin-echo sequence in axial, sagittal, and coronal orientations depending on the disease pattern (resolution, 0.7 mm × 0.4 mm × 0.5 mm; slice thickness, 5 mm); sagittal 3D-encoded magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence (resolution, 1.2 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm); Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) (resolution, 1.4 mm × 1.4 mm × 5 mm; slice thickness, 5 mm); and susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) (resolution, 0.8 mm × 0.7 mm × 4 mm; slice thickness, 5 mm). Another imaging sequence included in this study was post-contrast (IV gadolinium diamide, 1 mmol/kg body weight) 3D MPRAGE sequence from vortex to upper neck covering the whole head.

All PET data were acquired in sinogram/frame mode. After the scan, all coincidence data were sorted and subsequently reconstructed into transaxial slices corresponding using an iterative 3D ordered-subset expectation maximization (OSEM) algorithm with three iterations and 21 subsets. The attenuation maps were computed from UTE sequences which have been found reliable for MR attenuation correction in earlier published literature.[21-23]

MRI images, PET images, and fused PET/MRI images hence obtained were visually analyzed individually and together by radiologist 1 (AJ) with 10 years, radiologist 2 (ST) with 10 years, nuclear medicine physician 1 (AJ) with 10 years and nuclear medicine physician 2 (AG) with 3 years of experience. Statistical parametric mapping was performed using Scenium v. 1 brain analysis software package (Siemens), which compared the patient’s scan with a normal database on a voxel-by-voxel basis for quantitative analysis, as reported earlier.[23] The software automatically correlates the current patient study with an “average” healthy brain for preliminary abnormality computation. The fusion engine produces results that are reliable and reproducible between multiple sessions and multiple users. All acquired MRI data sets provided diagnostic image quality.

PET/MRI images [Figures 1-11] yielding any abnormality (regions of hypometabolism and/or structural abnormality) on visual inspection or with the statistical data found significant by Scenium v. 1 were reported as abnormal in parallel with clinical diagnosis and follow-up.

The 48 patients scanned at our center using integrated FDG PET/MRI consisted of 30 cases of neurodegenerative disorders, 12 VaD, 3 cases of Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD), 2 cases of traumatic brain injury (TBI), and 1 case of HIV-associated dementia (HAD). Some of the interesting cases highlighting the potential of simultaneous PET/MRI acquisition are discussed below.

**Case Examples**

**Alzheimer’s disease**

A 56-year-old female presented with gradually progressive memory loss since past 5 years with new-onset behavioral changes. On clinical examination by the neurologist, the patient was characterized as probable AD and referred for PET/MRI evaluation. The scan findings revealed [Figure 1] characteristic hypometabolism of bilateral frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes including the precuneus and posterior cingulate gyrus, with sparing of occipital and bilateral sensorimotor cortices.

Similarly, a 65-year-old female with gradually progressive forgetfulness and new-onset difficulties in comprehension was evaluated and yielded similar FDG PET findings with additional hippocampal atrophy and sclerosis on MR images [Figure 2]. Both these cases demonstrate excellent complimentary information provided by PET and MR counterparts in confirming AD. More significantly, in early AD with normal structural parameters on MRI, PET offers a considerable advantage while MR helps to rule out causes

**Figure 1(A-G):** Axial FLAIR (A) Reveals prominent ventricles and sulcal spaces (white arrow)-cerebral atrophy; Axial T1wMPRAGE (D) Reveals hippocampal atrophy; Axial fused PET MRI (B and E) Sagittal (C) and coronal PET (F) Reveal bilateral fronto-temporal and parietal hypometabolism (white arrowhead). Note well preserved glucose metabolism in sensorimotor cortex and occipital lobes (white arrow) on sagittal PET images consistent with established AD. Statistical parametric map surface display (G) Shows marked hypometabolism (blue) in corresponding areas of bilateral cerebral hemispheres
such as trauma, vascular pathologies, and coexisting benign pathologies.
AD, the most prevalent neurodegenerative affliction of the elderly, is caused by consistently increased production, misfolding, and pathologic aggregation of specific peptides such as \( \beta \)-amyloid plaques and \( \tau \)-protein. Common disease models suggest that these pathologies contribute to the features of neurodegeneration, such as neuronal dysfunction and neuronal loss.\[24\]

As of now, treatment for AD is marred by limited therapeutic options, as with other neurodegenerative disorders. However, early diagnosis and more accurate differential diagnoses might offer greater benefit to the patients if appropriate therapies are instituted before significant neuronal damage occurs.

For AD evaluation, several suitable neuroimaging methods including MR imaging that allows the measurement of neuronal loss (atrophy),\[25\] \(^{18}\)F-FDG PET for assessment of neuronal dysfunction,\[26\] and amyloid PET imaging employing several new radiotracers (\(^{18}\)F-florbetapir, \(^{18}\)F-florbetaben, \(^{18}\)F-flutemetamol) allow imaging of cerebral amyloid deposits.\[27\] It has been shown in several studies that in established AD, combinations of structural MR imaging and \(^{18}\)F-FDG PET or MR imaging and amyloid imaging revealed higher diagnostic accuracy as compared with either single method.\[28,29\]

Apart from the benefits of combined multimodal imaging described above, combination of these modalities may yield some additional benefits in MCI-AD spectrum management. For example, Karow et al.\[30\] reported that FDG PET has the same sensitivity as MR imaging for detecting brain degeneration in preclinical and mild AD, suggesting MR imaging to be a practical clinical biomarker for early detection of AD. Furthermore, although amyloid imaging is more sensitive, \(^{18}\)F-FDG seems to show higher specificity with greater short-term predictive value.\[31\] Moreover, structural MR imaging may permit a better estimation of time to conversion in amyloid-positive subjects than the amyloid level itself.\[32\] Hence, a combination of amyloid imaging with MR is likely to increase the probability of AD development in preclinical and mildly cognitively impaired stages of disease, according to the current guidelines.\[33\] Therefore, one may infer that integrated amyloid PET/MRI may be the imaging procedure of choice in the diagnosis and management of AD spectrum of neurodegenerative disorders.

**Frontotemporal lobe degeneration**

**Frontotemporal degeneration**

A 56-year-old male presented with history of gradually worsening retrograde amnesia with past history of road traffic accident dating back to 1999. Clinically, the patient appeared to fit neurodegenerative profile, but differentiation between early AD, FTD, and TBI was
needed for establishing diagnosis. Hence, an integrated PET/MRI scan was performed, which yielded evidence of bilateral frontotemporal and mesiotemporal hypometabolism without any apparent loss of hippocampal volume or parietal FDG uptake. Also, gliosis and encephalomalacia in bilateral parasagittal frontoparietal cortex and a midline old falk hematoma with hemorrhagic residua was noted on SWI images, which was observed as absence of any evidence of parenchymal microangiopathy or white matter lesion and normal hippocampal volume on FLAIR images. A diagnosis of FTD was considered in this difficult case scenario. On one hand, PET provided excellent assistance in diagnosis; on the other hand, MRI evaluated the traumatic component and also ruled out AD based on normal hippocampal volume.

Also, we encountered a similar 57-year-old male patient with hippocampal atrophy with well-preserved parietal, precuneus, and posterior cingulate gyrus metabolism [Figure 4]. Hence, FTD was diagnosed despite features of evident hippocampal atrophy.

These cases represent a constantly encountered clinical situation of coexistent traumatic/vascular non-neurodegenerative conditions being evaluated simultaneously by MRI in a single session, leading to increased diagnostic confidence and earlier diagnosis while avoiding multiple inconclusive diagnostic procedures.

Semantic dementia
A 61-year-old male patient presented to the Department of Neurology with gradually worsening single word comprehension, loss of semantic memory with well-maintained episodic memory, and preserved fluent speech. These findings were suggestive of semantic dementia, a subtype of frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) group of disorders. Patient underwent PET/MRI in which the MR images typically depicted bilateral asymmetrical hippocampal atrophy (L > R) and predominant anterior temporal cortical atrophy with relatively spared frontal-parietal cortices [Figure 5]. FDG PET depicted bilateral asymmetrical hypometabolism predominantly affecting the anterior temporal cortices, more so on the left side, with fronto-parieto-occipital sparing. Both findings were equally contributory and together with typical clinical features helped in clinching diagnosis.

Bilateral, typically anterior, asymmetrical temporal lobe hypometabolism, as evident in this case, combined with clinical features are typical imaging hallmarks of semantic dementia.\[34\]

Vascular dementia
A 71-year-old male with documented evidence of previous old cerebral infarction presented to the neurologist for complaints of recurrent seizure and cognitive impairment. The patient's clinical features represented a diagnostic dilemma between AD and multi-infarct dementia, a commonly encountered clinical question. Ideally, the patient would have required a separate SWI MRI and FDG PET/CT for evaluation of possible VaD or AD. Consequentially, the patient was taken up for FDG PET/MRI, which suggested [Figure 6] cerebral atrophy, multiple chronic ischemic and hemorrhagic infarcts in bilateral cerebral hemispheres with regional matched hypometabolism and associated frontotemporal hypometabolism. Hence, PET–MRI played a significant role in differentiating the two conditions.

Another 71-year-old male, known case of left cerebellar infarct, presented with left hand weakness, resting tremors right hand, and loss of memory. PET/MRI carried out revealed [Figure 7] chronic infarct involving the right temporal lobe with encephalomalacic and gliotic changes and corresponding FDG hypometabolism along with dilatation of temporal horn of the right lateral ventricle. Asymmetrical atrophy of bilateral hippocampi was also observed significantly involving the right side (not shown). Generalized cortical atrophy, more on the right side, with relative hypometabolism of right parietal,
Figure 9(A-F): Axial T1wMPRAGE, PET and fused PET/MRI (right to left) (A and B) Reveal significant left fronto-parieto-occipital and temporal hypometabolism (white arrowheads). “Ribbon-like” cortico-subcortical altered intensity in left fronto-parieto-occipital and temporal cortices (white arrows) and right parieto-occipital regions in axial DWI images (C and D) with corresponding diffusion restriction (E) Corresponding “ribboning” (C) and hypometabolism (white arrowheads) (C1). Quantitative analysis (F) shows left fronto-parietal-temporal hypometabolism (blue) out of proportion to the contralateral cortex.
Figure 10(A-E): Axial T1wMPRAGE, PET and fused PET/MRI (right to left) (A) Reveal bilateral cortical hypometabolism (white thick arrows) with loss of normal gray white matter differentiation on PET. Axial SWI (B) Depicts discrete subacute hemorrhagic infarct (white arrowhead) increased uptake and subtle gyriform post contrast enhancement (white arrowhead) in right parieto-occipital region Restricted diffusion on ADC with cortical “ribboning” on DWI images (white arrows) at multiple axial levels (C and D) Quantitative PET analysis (E) Depicts more prominent bilateral frontal hypometabolism
occipital, frontal lobes, and basal ganglia was also noted. DWI MRI showed absence of any new-onset acute infarct (not shown). Matching areas of hypometabolism with cerebral infarction and cortical atrophy led to a more confident diagnosis combining causal neuropathology with resulting neurodegenerative patterns.

Although pure VaD is not a PET-applicable dementia, it is sometimes associated with AD or other neurodegenerative pathology, and these patients should be examined with FDG PET to determine the comorbidity of AD or other neurodegenerative pathology. Also, amyloid imaging can be used to exclude the possibility of AD when there is no amyloid deposit.

These cases typically highlight the potential of PET/MRI in differential diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders when associated with non-neurodegenerative afflictions which are commonly encountered in the elderly. The verification of vascular abnormalities as copathology of neurodegeneration may allow therapeutic interventions (e.g., regulation of hypertension) and, thus, may lead to a better outcome.

**HIV-associated dementia**

A 65-year-old, recently diagnosed HIV positive male patient presented with clinical complaints of gradually worsening slurring of speech with impaired memory. The integrated FDG PET/MRI revealed [Figure 8] extensive confluent non-enhancing white matter hyperintensities in bilateral periventricular and deep white matter with features of cerebral and cerebellar atrophy. Hypometabolism of bilateral frontal, temporal, and cerebellar cortices with relative sparing of bilateral parietal (ruling out AD) and occipital lobes was evident. No focal enhancement, mass effect, or focal FDG uptake was noted, which ruled out other AIDS-related CNS conditions such as primary CNS lymphoma, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (demyelinating white matter lesions on MR imaging), or toxoplasmosis (with multiple deep gray matter lesions) for which imaging was primarily undertaken.

The occurrence of HAD, previously referred as AIDS dementia complex (ADC), ranges from 1 in 10 to 1 in 3. Identification and establishment of an appropriate treatment regimen is of paramount importance, as successful treatment with antiretroviral therapy has the potential to ameliorate cognitive symptoms and sometimes reverse cognitive deficits in HIV dementia. Cognitive decline in HIV-infected individuals has been evaluated by neuroimaging using conventional MRI-based volumetric studies showing cortical, subcortical, and hippocampal atrophy. However, these changes are not generally apparent on an individual basis, as was in this case, showing no significant reduction of hippocampal volume. Advanced MRI parameters such as DTI, showing reduced fractional anisotropy and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), depicting reduced concentrations of N-acetylaspartate (NAA) and combined glutamate and glutamine, have also been evaluated. FDG PET, apart from evaluating cortical glucose hypometabolism, also contributed by ruling out AD as evident by preserved parietal cortical metabolism. Patient showed significant cognitive improvement after 4 months of initiation of appropriate antiretroviral therapy.

In these clinical settings, simultaneous $^{18}$F-FDG PET/MRI appears to be a potential modality for dementia evaluation and simultaneously ruling out other CNS conditions associated with HIV.

**Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease**

A 67-year-old female presented to the neurology department with complaints of rapidly progressive memory loss since 6 months, loss of speech 1 month prior to scan, followed by repeated vomiting culminating into altered sensorium. The patient was clinically classified as a case of rapidly progressive dementia (RPD) whose differentials included prion disease (sporadic CJD), HIV, cerebral malignancy/metastasis, and primary cerebral vasculitis, among other rare entities. To avoid repeated separate FDG PET and MRI, the patient was evaluated with a simultaneous PET/MRI. MRI findings revealed [Figure 9] “cortical ribboning” (restricted diffusion in the cerebral cortex) involving the left fronto-parieto-occipital and temporal cortices and the right parieto-occipital regions with an associated decrease of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) in the basal ganglia on axial DWI.

![Figure 11(A-F): Axial SWI MRI Images (A and D) Reveal punctate old hemorrhagic residua in bilateral frontal and parietal regions (white arrows) with corresponding bilaterally symmetrical fronto-temporal hypometabolism (white arrowheads) on axial PET (B) and fused PET/MRI images (C) Also, on axial FLAIR MRI images (E and F) Ill defined non enhancing white matter changes in bilateral periventricular regions, corona radiata and centrum semiovale (white arrowheads) were also noted.](image-url)
FDG PET images revealed evidence of hypometabolism consistent with literature.

Similar cortical ribbon-like hyperintensity with diffuse cerebral hypometabolism (Figure 10) was noted in a 54-year-old male patient presenting with memory loss. Both the patients had rapid clinical deterioration and died within 3 months of imaging.

Characteristic MRI findings supported by 18F-FDG hypometabolism proved instrumental in classifying the cause of RPD as possibly due to CJD. Although FDG PET has been reported in literature to be more diagnostic compared to MRI for CJD, all such studies report few cases in which MRI contributed greater or equal number of lesions and, furthermore, recommend the use of MRI and/or FDG PET.

In such a clinical scenario, 18F-FDG PET/MRI appears to be the most ideal imaging modality suitable for initial evaluation of CJD cases.

**Traumatic brain injury**

A 47-year-old female presented with complaints of forgetfulness post mild TBI (mTBI) in a road traffic accident 3 months back. The possibility of TBI-associated dementia was considered and an 18F PET/MRI study was carried out. Axial SWI on MRI showed [Figure 11] punctate old hemorrhagic residua in bilateral frontal and parietal regions with bilaterally symmetrical frontotemporal hypometabolism. Also, ill-defined non-enhancing white matter changes in bilateral periventricular regions, corona radiata and centrum semiovale, characteristic of axonal injury, were noted. Patient's memory loss was partially reversible on follow-up.

SWI, an advanced MRI technique, is used to detect the amount and localization of microhemorrhages that appear as low-signal foci after TBI. Several studies have utilized FDG PET to evaluate TBI, and though inconsistent, FDG has been considered largely useful in TBI evaluation. With current reports on the use of other novel MRI techniques such as DTI, Magnetization transfer imaging (MTI), SWI, Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and MRS, the role of FDG PET/MRI in TBI management appears to be promising and needs further detailed analysis.

**Conclusion**

Integrated 18F-FDG PET/MRI is a budding multimodal imaging technique that has the potential to play an important role in the evaluation of neurodegenerative disorders, more specifically when associated with non-neurodegenerative afflictions, in a short examination time with higher patient comfort and compliance, while awaiting for a greater role in the evaluation of MCI–AD spectrum bearing high clinical significance with routine availability of specific β-amyloid PET tracers.